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Course objectives: This course will enable students to 

 Understand Hadoop Distributed File system and examine MapReduce Programming

 Explore Hadoop tools and manage Hadoop with Ambari

 Appraise the role of Business intelligence and its applications across industries

 Assess core data mining techniques for data analytics

 Identify various Text Mining techniques



TEXT BOOKS 

TEXT 1 : Douglas Eadline,"Hadoop 2 Quick-Start Guide: Learn the Essentials of Big

Data Computing in the Apache Hadoop 2 Ecosystem", 1stEdition, Pearson Education,

2016. ISBN-13: 978-9332570351

TEXT 2 :  Anil Maheshwari, “Data Analytics”, 1st Edition, McGraw Hill Education, 2017. 

ISBN-13: 978-9352604180 



Module – 1

Hadoop Distributed File System Basics, Running Example Programs and

Benchmarks, Hadoop MapReduce Framework, MapReduce Programming

TEXT BOOK1 : Chapter 3,4,5,&6 page no. 63 to page no.128

Module – 2

Essential Hadoop Tools, Hadoop YARN Applications, Managing Hadoop with

Apache Ambari, Basic Hadoop Administration Procedures

TEXT BOOK1 : Chapter 7,8,9,&10 page no. 131 to page no.225



Module – 3 

Business Intelligence Concepts and Application, Data Warehousing, Data 

Mining, Data Visualization 

TEXT BOOK2 : Chapter 2,3,4 & 5 page no. 21 to page no.71

Module – 4 

Decision Trees, Regression, Artificial Neural Networks, Cluster Analysis, 

Association Rule Mining 

TEXT BOOK2 : Chapter 6,7,8,9 & 10 page no. 75 to page no.130 

Module – 5 

Text Mining, Naïve-Bayes Analysis, Support Vector Machines, Web Mining, 

Social Network Analysis 

TEXT BOOK2 : Chapter 11,12,13,14 & 15 page no. 135 to page no.164



Course outcomes: The students should be able to: 

1. Master the concepts of HDFS and MapReduce framework

2. Investigate Hadoop related tools for Big Data Analytics and perform basic Hadoop

Administration

3. Recognize the role of Business Intelligence, Data warehousing and Visualization in 

decision making

4. Infer the importance of core data mining techniques for data analytic

5.   Compare and contrast different Text Mining Techniques



The following companies, Which are investing in big data include



What is Data?

The quantities, characters, or symbols on which operations are performed by a computer,

which may be stored and transmitted in the form of electrical signals and recorded on

magnetic, optical, or mechanical recording media.

What is Big Data?

Big Data is also data but with a huge size. Big Data is a term used to describe a collection

of data that is huge in size and yet growing exponentially with time. In short such data is so

large and complex that none of the traditional data management tools are able to store it or

process it efficiently.



Examples of Big Data

The New York Stock Exchange generates about one terabyte of new trade data per day.

Social Media

The statistic shows that 500+terabytes of new data get ingested into the 

databases of social media site Facebook, every day. This data is mainly 

generated in terms of photo and video uploads, message exchanges, putting 

comments etc.

https://www.guru99.com/images/Big_Data/061114_0759_WhatIsBigDa2.jpg
https://www.guru99.com/images/Big_Data/061114_0759_WhatIsBigDa3.jpg


A single Jet engine can generate 10+terabytes of data in 30 minutes of flight time. With

many thousand flights per day, generation of data reaches up to many Petabytes.



Types Of Big Data

BigData' could be found in three forms:

Structured

Unstructured

Semi-structured



Structured

Any data that can be stored, accessed and processed in the form of fixed format is termed as

a 'structured' data. Over the period of time, talent in computer science has achieved greater

success in developing techniques for working with such kind of data (where the format is

well known in advance) and also deriving value out of it. However, nowadays, we are

foreseeing issues when a size of such data grows to a huge extent, typical sizes are being in

the rage of multiple zettabytes.

Do you know? 1021 bytes equal to 1 zettabyte or one billion terabytes forms a zettabyte.

Looking at these figures one can easily understand why the name Big Data is given and

imagine the challenges involved in its storage and processing.



Do you know? Data stored in a relational database management system is one example of

a 'structured' data.

Examples Of Structured Data

An 'Employee' table in a database is an example of Structured Data



Unstructured

Any data with unknown form or the structure is classified as unstructured data. In addition

to the size being huge, un-structured data poses multiple challenges in terms of its

processing for deriving value out of it. A typical example of unstructured data is a

heterogeneous data source containing a combination of simple text files, images, videos etc.

Now day organizations have wealth of data available with them but unfortunately, they

don't know how to derive value out of it since this data is in its raw form or unstructured

format.

Examples Of Un-structured Data

The output returned by 'Google Search'



Semi-structured

Semi-structured data can contain both the forms of data. We can see semi-structured

data as a structured in form but it is actually not defined with e.g. a table definition in

relational DBMS. Example of semi-structured data is a data represented in an XML

file.

Examples Of Semi-structured Data

Personal data stored in an XML file-

<rec><name>Prashant Rao</name><sex>Male</sex><age>35</age></rec>

<rec><name>Seema R.</name><sex>Female</sex><age>41</age></rec>

<rec><name>Satish Mane</name><sex>Male</sex><age>29</age></rec>

<rec><name>Subrato Roy</name><sex>Male</sex><age>26</age></rec>

<rec><name>Jeremiah J.</name><sex>Male</sex><age>35</age></rec>

Data Growth over the years



Please note that web application data, which is unstructured, consists of log files, 

transaction history files etc. OLTP systems are built to work with structured data 

wherein data is stored in relations (tables).

Data Growth over the years



Characteristics Of Big Data : Volume, Variety and Velocity

(i) Volume – The name Big Data itself is related to a size which is enormous. Size of data

plays a very crucial role in determining value out of data. Also, whether a particular data

can actually be considered as a Big Data or not, is dependent upon the volume of data.

Hence, 'Volume' is one characteristic which needs to be considered while dealing with Big

Data.

(ii) Variety – The next aspect of Big Data is its variety.

Variety refers to heterogeneous sources and the nature of data, both structured and

unstructured. During earlier days, spreadsheets and databases were the only sources of data

considered by most of the applications. Nowadays, data in the form of emails, photos,

videos, monitoring devices, PDFs, audio, etc. are also being considered in the analysis

applications. This variety of unstructured data poses certain issues for storage, mining and

analyzing data.



Characteristics Of Big Data

(iii) Velocity – The term 'velocity' refers to the speed of generation of data. How fast the

data is generated and processed to meet the demands, determines real potential in the data.

Big Data Velocity deals with the speed at which data flows in from sources like business

processes, application logs, networks, and social media sites, sensors, Mobile devices, etc.

The flow of data is massive and continuous.

(iv) Variability – This refers to the inconsistency which can be shown by the data at times,

thus hampering the process of being able to handle and manage the data effectively.

https://www.guru99.com/mobile-testing.html


Benefits of Big Data Processing

• Early identification of risk to the product/services, if any

• Better operational efficiency

Big Data technologies can be used for creating a staging area or landing zone for new data

before identifying what data should be moved to the data warehouse. In addition, such

integration of Big Data technologies and data warehouse helps an organization to offload

infrequently accessed data.



Benefits of Big Data Processing

Ability to process Big Data brings in multiple benefits, such as-

• Businesses can utilize outside intelligence while taking decisions

Access to social data from search engines and sites like facebook, twitter are enabling

organizations to fine tune their business strategies.

• Improved customer service

Traditional customer feedback systems are getting replaced by new systems designed with

Big Data technologies. In these new systems, Big Data and natural language processing

technologies are being used to read and evaluate consumer responses.



Summary

1. Big Data is defined as data that is huge in size. Bigdata is a term used to

describe a collection of data that is huge in size and yet growing

exponentially with time.

2. Examples of Big Data generation includes stock exchanges, social media

sites, jet engines, etc.

3. Big Data could be 1) Structured, 2) Unstructured, 3) Semi-structured

4. Volume, Variety, Velocity, and Variability are few Characteristics of

Bigdata

5. Improved customer service, better operational efficiency, Better Decision

Making are few advantages of Bigdata



Module 1

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) 



Introduction

• The Hadoop Distributed File System is the backbone of Hadoop MapReduce

processing.

New users and administrators often find HDFS different than most other

UNIX/Linux file systems.



Hadoop Distributed File System Design Features 

• The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) was designed for Big Data

processing. Although capable of supporting many users simultaneously,

HDFS is not designed as a true parallel file system.

• Rather, the design assumes a large file write-Once / read many model that

enables other optimizations and relaxes many of the concurrency and

coherence overhead requirements of a true parallel file system.



• For instance, HDFS rigorously restricts data writing to one user at a time. All 

additional writes are "append-only," and there is no random writing to HDFS 

files. 

Bytes are always appended to the end of a stream, and byte streams are 

guaranteed to be stored in the order written. 



The design of HDFS is based on the design of the Google File System (GFS).

HDFS designed for data streaming where large amounts of data are read from

disk in bulk. The HDFS block size is typically 64 MB or 128 MB. Therefore,

this approach is entirely unsuitable for standard POSIX file systems use.

The most important aspect of HDFS- and the one that separates it from other

file systems- is its data locality.

A principal design aspect of Hadoop MapRedue is the emphasis on moving

the computation to the data rather than moving to data to the computation.

This distinction is reflected in how Hadoop cluster are implemented.



Finally, Hadoop clusters assume node (and even rack) failure will occur at

some point. To deal this situation, HDFS has a redundant design that can

tolerate system failure and still provide the data needed by the compute part of

the program.

The following points summarize the important aspects of HDFS.

1. The write-once/read-many design is intended to facilitate streaming reads.

2. Files may be appended, but random seeks are not permitted. There is no

caching of data.

3. Converged data storage and processing happen on the same server nodes.

4. "Moving computation is cheaper than moving data."

5. A reliable file system maintains multiple copies of data across the cluster.

6. Consequently, failure of a single node (or even a rack in a large cluster)

will not bring down the file system.

7. A specialized file system is used, which is not designed for general use



HDFS Components

The design of HDFS is based on two types of nodes: a NameNode and

multiple DataNodes.

In a basic design, a single NameNode manages all the metadata needed to

store and retrieve the actual data from the DataNodes.

No data is actually stored on the NameNode, however.

For a minimal Hadoop installation, there needs to be a single NameNode

daemon and a single DataNode daemon running on at least one machine



HDFS Components

The design is a master/slave architecture in which the master (NameNode)

manages the file system namespace and regulates access to files by clients.

File system namespace operations such as opening, closing, and renaming files

and directories are all managed by the NameNode. The NameNode also

determines the mapping of blocks to DataNodes and handles DataNode

failures.

• The slaves (DataNodes) are responsible for serving read and write requests

from the file system to the clients. The NameNode manages block creation,

deletion, and replication.



HDFS Components

An example of the client/NameNode/DataNode interaction is provided in

In Figure 3.1 When a client writes data, it first communicates with the

NameNode and requests to create a file. The NameNode determines how many

blocks are needed and provides the client with the DataNodes that will store

the data.

As part of the storage process, the data blocks are replicated after they are

written to the assigned node.



HDFS Components

When do I 

read or 

write  data

Figure 3.1 Various System roles in an HDFS 

Deployment 



HDFS Components
Depending on how many nodes are in the cluster, the NameNode will attempt

to write replicas of the data blocks on nodes that are in other separate racks (if

possible). If there is only one rack, then the replicated blocks are written to

other servers in the same rack. After the DataNode acknowledges that the file

block replication is complete, the client closes the file and informs the

NameNode that the operation is complete.

Note that the NameNode does not write any data directly to the DataNodes. It

does, how_ ever, give the client a limited amount of time to complete the

operation. If it does not complete in the time period, the operation is canceled.

Reading data happens in a similar fashion. The client requests a file from the

NameNode, which returns the best DataNodes from which to read the data.

The client then accesses the data directly from the DataNodes.



HDFS Components

Thus, once the metadata has been delivered to the client, the NameNode steps

back and lets the conversation between the client and the DataNodes proceed.

While data transfer is progressing, the NameNode also monitors the

DataNodes by listening for heartbeats sent from DataNodes.

The lack of a heartbeat signal indicates a potential node failure. In such a case,

the NameNode will route around the failed DataNode and begin re-replicating

the now-missing blocks. Because the file system is redundant, DataNodes can

be taken offline (decommissioned) for maintenance by informing the

NameNode of the DataNodes to exclude from the HDFS pool.



HDFS Components

The mappings between data blocks and the physical DataNodes are not kept in

persistent storage on the NameNode. For performance reasons, the NameNode

stores all metadata in memory. Upon startup, each DataNode provides a block

report (which it keeps in persistent storage) to the NameNode.

The block reports are sent every 10 heartbeats. (The interval between reports is

a configurable property.) The reports enable the NameNode to keep an up-to-

date account of all data blocks in the cluster.



HDFS Components

In almost all Hadoop deployments, there is a SecondaryNameNode. While not

explicitly required by a NameNode, it is highly recommended. The term

"SecondaryNameNode" (now called CheckPointNode) is somewhat

misleading. It is not an active failover node and cannot replace the primary

NameNode in case of its failure.

The purpose of the SecondaryNameNode is to perform periodic checkpoints

that evaluate the status of the NameNode.



HDFS Components

Recall that the NameNode keeps all system metadata memory for fast access.

It also has two disk files that track changes to the metadata:

– An image of the file system state when the NameNode was started.

This file begins with fsimage_* and is used only at startup by the

NameNode.

– A series of modifications done to the file system after starting the

NameNOde• These files begin with edit_* and reflect the changes made

after the file was read.

The location of these files is set by the dfs . namenode . name . dir property in

the hdfs-site.xrnl file.



HDFS Components

The SecondaryNameNode periodically downloads fgimage and edits files,

joins them into a new fsimage, and uploads the new fgimage file to the

NameNode. Thus, when the NatneNode restarts, the fsimage file is reasonably

up-to-date and requires only the edit logs to be applied since the last

checkpoint.

If the SecondaryNameNode were not running, a restart of the NatneNode

could take a prohibitively long time due to the nutnber of changes to the file

system.



HDFS Components

Thus, the various roles in HDFS can be summarized as follows:

1. HDFS uses a tnaster/slave model designed for large file reading/streaming.

2. The NatneNode is a metadata server or "data traffic cop."

3. HDFS provides a single namespace that is managed by the NameNode.

4. Data is redundantly stored on DataNodes; there is no data on the

NameNode.

5. The SecondaryNameNode performs checkpoints of NameNode file

system's state but is not a failover node.



HDFS Block Replication

As mentioned, when HDFS writes a file, it is replicated across the cluster. The

amount of replication is based on the value of dfs . replication in the hdfs-

site.xml file.

This default value can be overruled with the hdfs dfs-setrep command. For

Hadoop clusters containing more than eight DataNodes, the replication value

is usually set to 3. In a Hadoop cluster of eight or fewer DataNodes but more

than one DataNode, a replication factor of 2 is adequate.

If several machines must be involved in the serving of a file, then a file could

be rendered unavailable by the loss of any one of those machines. HDFS

combats this problem by replicating each block across a number of machines

(three is the default).



HDFS Block Replication

In addition, the HDFS default block size is often 64MB. In a typical operating

system, the block size is 4K B or 8KB. The HDFS default block size is not the

minimum block size, however. If a 20K B file is written to HDFS, it will

create a block that is approximately 20KB in size. (The underlying file systetn

may have a minimal block size that increases the actual file size.) If a file of

size 80MB is written to HDFS, a 64MB block and a 16MB block will be

created.



HDFS Block Replication

HDFS blocks are not exactly the same as the data splits used by the

MapReduce process. The HDFS blocks are based on size, while the splits are

based on a logical partitioning of the data. For instance, if a file contains

discrete records, the logical split ensures that a record is not split physically

across two separate servers during processing. Each HDFS block may consist

of one or more splits.

Figure 3.2 provides an example of how a file is broken into blocks and

replicated across the cluster. lil this case, a replication factor of 3 ensures that

any one DataNode can fail and the replicated blocks will be available on other

nodes—and then subsequently re-replicated on other DataNodes.



HDFS Block Replication

Figure 3.2  HDFS block replication example 



HDFS Block Replication

Figure 3.2  HDFS block replication example 

Data File (64MB Blocks)  

https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r1.2.1/hdfs_design.html#The+Persistence+of+File+System+Metadata

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mafw2-CVYnA

https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r1.2.1/hdfs_design.html#The+Persistence+of+File+System+Metadata
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mafw2-CVYnA


HDFS Safe Mode

When the NameNode starts, it enters a read-only safe mode where blocks

cannot be replicated or deleted. Safe Mode enables the NameNode to perform

two important processes:

– The previous file system state is reconstructed by loading the fsimage file

into memory and replaying the edit log.

– The mapping between blocks and data nodes is created by waiting for

enough Of the DataNodes to register so that at least one copy of the data is

available. Not all DataNodes are required to register before HDFS exits from

Safe Mode. The registration process may continue for some time.

HDFS may also enter Safe Mode for maintenance using the hdfs dfsadmin-

safemode command or when there is a file system issue that must be addressed

by the administrator.



Rack Awarness

Rack awareness deals with data locality. Recall that one of the main design

goals of Hadoop MapReduce is to move the computation to the data.

Assuming that most data center networks do not offer full bisection

bandwidth, a typical Hadoop cluster will exhibit three levels of data locality:

– Data resides on the local machine (best).

– Data resides in the same rack (better).

– Data resides in a different rack (good).



Rack Awarness

When the YARN scheduler is assigning MapReduce containers to work as 

mappers, it will try to place the container first on the local machine, then on 

the same rack, and finally on another rack. 

In addition, the NameNode tries to place replicated data blocks on multiple 

racks for improved fault tolerance. In such a case, an entire rack failure will 

not cause data loss or stop HDFS from working. Performance may be 

degraded, however. 

HDFS can be made rack-aware by using a user-derived script that enables the 

master node to map the network topology of the cluster. A default Hadoop

installation assumes all the nodes belong to the same (large) rack. In that case, 

there is no option 3 



NameNode High Availability 

With early Hadoop installations, the NameNode was a single pointof failure

that could bring down the entire Hadoop cluster. NameNode hardware often

employed redundant power supplies and storage to guard against such

problems, but it was still susceptible to other failures. The solution was to

implement NameNode High

• Availability (HA) as a means to provide true failover service.

• As shown in Figure 3.3, an HA Hadoop cluster has two (or more) separate

• NameNode machines. Each machine is configured with exactly the same

software.


